Introduction

Flexera’s Software Vulnerability Manager 2018 is a Vulnerability and Patch Management Software Solution that facilitates a customized Patch Management process. It combines Vulnerability Intelligence, Vulnerability Scanning, and Patch Creation with Patch Deployment Tool Integration to enable targeted, reliable, and cost-efficient Patch Management.

Vulnerability and Patch Management are critical components of any security infrastructure because it enables proactive detection and remediation of vulnerabilities before they are actively exploited and your security compromised. With Software Vulnerability Manager 2018, IT Operations and Security Teams are empowered to prevent vulnerability threats from both Microsoft and non-Microsoft (third-party) product vulnerabilities, covering Microsoft Windows, Mac OS, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux.
Software Vulnerability Manager 2018 integrates seamlessly with Microsoft® WSUS and System Center Configuration Manager.

New Features and Enhancements

Software Vulnerability Manager 2018 R2 (On-Premises Edition) includes the following new features and enhancements:

- **Product Name Change - Software Vulnerability Manager 2018**
- **General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Compliance**
- **Support for CVSS version 3 score**
- **Storing of missing/installed KBs reported for each scan**
- **Reporting of domain site name for Mac OS X devices**
- **New view to support reporting of IP/MAC address**

Note • To see the following new features and enhancements in your Software Vulnerability Manager 2018 interface, you must refresh your browser’s cache.

Product Name Change - Software Vulnerability Manager 2018

Over the years, we have had great feedback from our customers that they are interested in building repeatable processes for the management of software vulnerabilities. As the product has evolved, we have outgrown our original name of Corporate Software Inspector. As you know, this powerful solution goes far beyond software inspection. To better reflect its broader scope, we are changing this solution’s name from “Corporate Software Inspector” to “Software Vulnerability Manager”. This change is a superficial one, but it helps better convey our solution as the complete vulnerability management solution that it represents. For more on where we started, are today and plan to go with Software Vulnerability Manager, read this short article on this change at our blog.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Compliance

To comply with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), folder names that contain user names (Example: C:\Documents and Settings\Username) are now referenced using environment variables instead of hard-coded paths (Example: %HOMEPATH%).

In **Configuration > Settings > Mask paths that show user names**, users can select **Enable Masking** to turn on the GDPR functionality of masking user name information (CSIL-8552).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask paths that show user names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This setting (not applicable for SCCM imports) is used to ensure Windows environment variable names are used instead of user name for the paths that contain profile names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑ Enable Masking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Support for CVSS version 3 score

Support has been added to display CVSS scores using the newer v3 standard. Starting on May 18th, Flexera’s Secunia Research will begin entering all new CVSS scores using the v3 standard. Once we begin supplying CVSS v3 scores, you will be able to differentiate them from v2 score visually; values will be preceded by a “v2” or “v3” to indicate the scoring standard used to generate the value as indicated below (CSIL-8589).

For more on CVSS, see https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln-metrics/cvss

Storing of missingINSTALLED KBs reported for each scan

Missing and installed KBs reported by scans will be stored in a new table “cs1_scan_kb”. This data will help debug vulnerabilities for Microsoft products. Users can export this data via the Database Console under Reporting (CSIL-8510).
Reporting of domain site name for Mac OS X devices

If the Active Directory integration option has been enabled, then the Mac OS X Agent will report the actual domain name for the site name (CSIL-8446).

Note • The Mac OS X Agent has to be installed by the user who has access to read domain information.

As of this release, Software Vulnerability Manager 2018 supports the following Mac OS X systems:

* 10.8 Mountain Lion
* 10.9 Mavericks
* 10.10 Yosemite
* 10.11 El Capitan
* 10.12 Sierra

New view to support reporting of IP/MAC address

Currently if users have selected to Allow Collection of Network Information, they can access the IP/MAC addresses reported in the latest assessment via the table “vw_csi_devices” (CSIL-8627).

Resolved Issues

Software Vulnerability Manager 2018 R2 (On-Premises Edition) has resolved the following issues:

* Mac OS X Agent fix for Google Drive
* Automatic logout after a password change
Mac OS X Agent fix for Google Drive

Certain Mac machines installed with MenuMeters, Google Drive, or Box failed to scan using the SVM2018 Mac OS X Agent. This issue has been resolved (CSIL-8387).

Automatic logout after a password change

When users change their password, they will automatically be logged out of Software Vulnerability Manager 2018. This security measure helps prevent an attacker from remaining logged in on a separate computer after discovering the user’s initial username and password (CSIL-8598).

Product Feedback

Have a suggestion for how we can improve this product? Please come share direct feedback with the product team and vote on ideas submitted by other users in our online community at https://flexeracommunity.force.com/customer/ideas/ideaList.apexp.

System Requirements

To use the Software Vulnerability Manager 2018 console, your system should meet the following requirements:

- Minimum resolution: 1024x768
- Internet Explorer 11 or higher (Scan results can also be viewed from other browsers)
- Internet connection capable of connecting to http(s)://csi_server_name/
- The http(s)://csi_server_name/ should be white-listed in the Firewall/Proxy configuration
- First-Party cookie settings at least to Prompt (in Internet Explorer)
- Allow session cookies
- A PDF reader
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